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Ruler and Compass eBook
Partnership
An eye-opening narrative
of how geometric
principles fundamentally
shaped our world On a
cloudy day in 1413, a
balding young man stood

at the entrance to the
Cathedral of Florence,
facing the ancient
Baptistery across the
piazza. As puzzled
passers-by looked on, he
raised a small painting to
his face, then held a
mirror in front of the
painting. Few at the time

understood what he was
up to; even he barely had
an inkling of what was at
stake. But on that day,
the master craftsman and
engineer Filippo
Brunelleschi would prove
that the world and
everything within it was
governed by the ancient
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science of geometry. In
Proof!, the award-winning
historian Amir Alexander
traces the path of the
geometrical vision of the
world as it coursed its way
from the Renaissance to
the present, shaping our
societies, our politics, and
our ideals. Geometry
came to stand for a ﬁxed
and unchallengeable
universal order, and
kings, empire-builders,
and even republican
revolutionaries would rush
to cast their rule as the
apex of the geometrical
universe. For who could
doubt the right of a ruler
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or the legitimacy of a
government that drew its
power from the
immutable principles of
Euclidean geometry?
From the elegant terraces
of Versailles to the broad
avenues of Washington,
DC and on to the
boulevards of New Delhi
and Manila, the
geometrical vision was
carved into the landscape
of modernity. Euclid,
Alexander shows, made
the world as we know it
possible.
Sacred Geometry of the
Earth Rockridge Press
An illustrated guide to

harmonics--the sacred
geometry principles that
underlie the natural
world--and its practical
applications •
Demonstrates how the
vesica piscis is a matrix
from which ideas and
forms emanate,
connecting cosmic time
cycles, measures of
space, and musical tones
• Provides harmonic
analyses of ancient
sculpture, architecture,
the solar system, the
Earth-Moon relationship,
and the structure of water
and waves • Explains how
to apply sacred geometry
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to create building ﬂoor
plans, pottery ﬁgures,
gardens, and sacred
ceremonial spaces We are
in the midst of a revival of
an ancient way of looking
at the world--an approach
that enabled great
civilizations of the past to
bring forth inventions of
great beauty and power.
This school of thought-harmonics--envisioned the
natural world and the
solar system as an
interlocking matrix of
harmonious numbers,
perfectly woven into the
creative fabric of life and
the surrounding universe.

Exploring the art and
science of harmonics,
John Oscar Lieben shows
how to create harmonious
forms using the ancient
tools of number,
geometry, and musical
tone--an approach that
resonates with nature’s
own ways of creation. He
demonstrates many
practical applications that
result from the study of
harmonics, providing
analyses of ancient
sculpture and
architecture, as well as
original examples of
building ﬂoor plans,
pottery ﬁgures based on
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planetary proportions,
gardens based on
harmonic principles, and
ceremonial spaces that
honor cosmic harmonies
and sacred geometric
relationships. Showing
how harmonics can also
be applied to the
mysteries of time and
space, the author
demonstrates how the
vesica piscis and many
other variations of the
vesica shape reveal
numerical synchronicities
and correspondences that
connect cosmic time
cycles, measures of
space, and musical tones.
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The author applies
harmonics and the
“vesica construction”
matrix to illustrate many
of nature’s wonders,
including the Earth-Moon
relationship, the
interactions of the Golden
Number and the musical
scale, and how the Flower
of Life symbol connects
the universal ﬁeld with
the pattern of raindrops
falling on a pond. Oﬀering
an approach to sacred
geometry that pairs the
mystical with the
practical, the cosmic with
the earthly, the author
reveals how the art and
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science of harmonics
should be required study
for both the artist and the
seeker of eternal truths as
well as the scientist who
seeks an entrance into
the sacred foundations of
nature.
Deciphering the Code
Aster
Identiﬁes the patterns of
our planet’s design within
the natural landscape •
Explains the geometry
inherent in the mountains
and coasts on all
continents • Reveals how
ancient monuments were
built to reﬂect and
enhance the Earth’s

design, often connecting
sites around the world •
Includes detailed maps
that show the simple
geometrical relationships
among the world’s
mountains, coastlines,
islands, and ancient
monuments From
continent to continent
across the globe, Mark
Vidler and Catherine
Young reveal that order is
everywhere on Earth. On
remote islands, soaring
summits, and level deltas,
they unveil natural
topographic patterns
related to pi, the golden
ratio, and right-triangle
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geometry. And as the
planet’s design emerges,
it becomes clear that this
hidden order in nature
decided the location of
ancient monuments the
world over. Through
detailed maps, Vidler and
Young show how the
locations of megalithic
monuments reﬂect and
enhance a natural pattern
on the Earth that
connects its major
features. The rows of
standing stones at Carnac
in France, for example,
point to the summits of
Mount Everest and K2,
and Angkor Wat in

Cambodia is on a straight
line joining Mount
Kilimanjaro in Africa and
the tip of Cape Comorin in
India. The authors
examine the geography of
many islands and each
continent, including
Antarctica, to show how
the highest peak on each
landmass falls on a line
connecting coastal
extremes. They reveal
how circles of standing
stones and man-made
mounds mark
intersections of these
lines. They explore the
connection between the
Nazca lines in Peru and
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the Amazon, Nile, and
Ganges deltas and explain
how the locations of the
Giza pyramids,
Stonehenge, and Machu
Picchu are integrated into
the natural design on
Earth. As they uncover
geometric patterns on the
Earth line by line, point by
point, the authors reveal
how the world’s ancient
monuments represent a
form of transglobal
communication that far
predates the written
word.
From the Fibonacci
Sequence to Luna's
Labyrinth to the Golden
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Section and Other Secrets
of Sacred Geometry
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt
A detailed description of
what the fourth dimension
would be like.
How the World is Made
Bloomsbury Publishing
USA
Composed of six
previously published
works.
Creating Mandalas with
Sacred Geometry Watkins
Media Limited
Much of math history
comes to us from early
astrologers who needed
to be able to describe and
record what they saw in
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the night sky. Whether
you were the king's court
astrologer or a farmer
marking the best time for
planting, timekeeping and
numbers really mattered.
Mistake a numerical
pattern of petals and you
could be poisoned. Lose
the rhythm of a sacred
dance or the meter of a
ritually told story and the
intricately woven threads
that hold life together
were spoiled. Ignore the
celestial clock of
equinoxes and solstices,
and you'd risk being
caught short of food for
the winter. Shesso's

friendly tone and clear
grasp of the information
make the math "go down
easy" in this marvelous
book.
The Power of Sacred
Location SteinerBooks
A provocative book that
reminds us that our soul's
primary longing is for love
and then explores that
longing. Goodchild
explains that our most
important task is the
growth of our
consciousness and that
this cannot be
accomplished apart from
an awareness of the
complexities of love and
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its shadows. It takes the
us into that domain where
eros' arrows thrust us into
those shadowy depths
where our keenest
vulnerabilities and
woundings--and our
deepest imaginings and
longings-are hidden.
A Guided Tour of the
Higher Universes St
Augustine PressInc
Sacred
GeometryPhilosophy and
PracticeSacred
GeometryPhilosophy and
PracticeSacred
GeometryPhilosophy and
PracticeCrossroad
Publishing Company

Sacred Geometry
Nicolas-Hays, Inc.
Looks at the relationship
between the ﬁve Platonic
and thirteen Archimedean
solids.
A Beginner's Guide to
Constructing the Universe
Crossroad Publishing
Company
A fully illustrated
inspirational art book from
visionary painter
Francene Hart • Includes
more than 80 full-color
reproductions of Hart’s
intricate watercolor
paintings and the stories
behind them • Recounts
the evolution of her art
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and her discovery of the
hidden order of Nature
that led to her masterful
artistic integrations of
Nature, Spirit, and Sacred
Geometry • Explores how
to tap into the energies
provided by spirit guides
and power animals, like
Jaguar, Raven, Octopus,
and Dolphin, and harness
the intelligence of the
heart for creative
inspiration and vision
Every one of us possesses
the potential to receive
visionary experiences and
integrate them into our
lives. Artists become
visionaries by cultivating
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their instinctive creative
spark and sharing their
profound visions with the
world. In this lavishly
illustrated memoir,
including more than 80
full-color reproductions of
her intricate watercolor
paintings and the stories
behind them, Francene
Hart recounts the
evolution of her art from
formative inﬂuences to
her masterful integrations
of Nature, Spirit, and
Sacred Geometry.
Opening with her early
work on mandalas and her
explorations of the work
of Joseph Campbell and C.
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G. Jung, Hart explains how
her ﬁrst works of art were
in response to the solitary
life she led in the forest,
where she discovered the
hidden order of Nature.
She reveals how she
learned to center her
artistic explorations on
the intelligence of the
heart rather than the
intellect, utilizing the
wisdom and imagery of
Sacred Geometry,
reverence for the natural
environment, and the
interconnectedness
between all things as her
inspirations. She
describes the shamanic

lessons that accompanied
her discoveries and
shaped her understanding
of sacred relationships
with the self, others, and
Mother Earth. She
explores how to tap into
the energies provided by
spirit guides and power
animals, like Jaguar,
Raven, Octopus, and
Dolphin, and explains her
profound aﬃnity for the
ocean, including her
discovery of water
consciousness in Hawaii.
Oﬀering chronicles of her
inspiring travels and
transformational
encounters around the
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world, Hart shares her
experiences at sacred
sites in the Amazon,
Central America, Egypt,
England, Scotland, Paris,
Cambodia, and the
Himalayas and how these
places inﬂuenced her art.
Exploring what is revealed
as inspiration arises, Spirit
informs, and vision is
transformed into art,
Francene Hart’s journey
oﬀers a window into the
secret order of Nature,
the power of sacred
symbols for evolving
consciousness, and a
visionary artistic path that
perfectly blends the

mathematical rigors of
sacred geometry and the
numinous.
Cosmometry Light
Technology Publishing
A Uniﬁed Model of Cosmic
Geometry, Physics, Music
and Consciousness
The Shakti Coloring Book
Bloomsbury Publishing
USA
Looks at various
mathematical concepts,
such as the logarithmic
spiral, the Golden
Proportion, and the
squaring of the circle, and
discusses the sacred
meanings that religions
have ascribed to them
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Universal Symbolic
Mirrors of Natural Laws
Within Us; Friendly
Reminders of Inclusion to
Forgive the Dreamer of
Separation Simon and
Schuster
The sacred Flower of Life
pattern, the primary
geometric generator of all
physical form, is explored
in even more depth in this
volume, the second half of
the famed Flower of Life
workshop. The
proportions of the human
body, the nuances of
human consciousness, the
sizes and distances of the
stars, planets and moons,
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even the creations of
humankind, are all shown
to reﬂect their origins in
this beautiful and divine
image. Through an
intricate and detailed
geometrical mapping,
Drunvalo Melchizedek
shows how the seemingly
simple design of the
Flower of Life contains the
genesis of our entire
third-dimensional
existence. From the
pyramids and mysteries
of Egypt to the new race
of Indigo children,
Drunvalo presents the
sacred geometries of the
Reality and the subtle
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energies that shape our
world. We are led through
a divinely inspired
labyrinth of science and
stories, logic and
coincidence, on a path of
remembering where we
come from and the
wonder and magic of who
we are. Finally, for the
ﬁrst time in print,
Drunvalo shares the
instructions for the MerKa-Ba meditation, stepby-step techniques for the
re-creation of the energy
ﬁeld of the evolved
human, which is the key
to ascension and the next
dimensional world.if done

from love, this ancient
process of breathing
prana opens up for us a
world of tantalizing
possibility in this
dimension, from
protective powers to the
healing of oneself, of
others and even of the
planet. Embrace the
expanded vision and
understanding that
Drunvalo oﬀers to the
world. Coincidences
abound, miracles ﬂourish
and the amazing stories
of mysteries unveiled
arise as the author probes
the Ancient Secrets of the
Flower of Life.
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Yoga Race Point
Publishing
Discover the history and
core elements of sacred
geometry From polymath
Al-Khwarizmi to the
celestial zodiac, learn how
geometry is used to
deﬁne our world and
beyond. Sacred Geometry
unveils how the scientiﬁc
and spiritual are
connected with dozens of
informative entries
covering the people,
practices, and natural
wonders that are core to
understanding the
signiﬁcance of basic
geometric shapes and

proportions. This
comprehensive reference
guide takes a holistic
approach to exploring
sacred geometry, showing
you how it has manifested
throughout history, as
well as how it ties into
every aspect of the world
around you. All the
information you need to
truly understand is right
here in your hands.
Sacred Geometry
includes: Sacred
geometry, A-Z--Explore
the ways in which sacred
geometry is found
everywhere, with entries
covering math, nature,
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diﬀerent types of
spiritualities, and more.
Easy-to-use organization-Get a simple-to-navigate-but highly detailed-reference guide that's
accessible and useful to
newly interested and
dedicated esoterics alike.
Informative illustrations-Understand and visualize
the truth of sacred
geometry with the help of
detailed and full-color
images. Deepen your
understanding of the
world through the secrets
of sacred geometry.
Sacred Geometry of
Nature Light Technology
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Publishing
Shakti is the pure
feminine principle
personiﬁed by the
goddesses of the yoga
tradition. The Shakti
Coloring Book was
created to help anyone
begin to activate the
transformational currents
of this sacred energy in
their own lives. Ekabhumi
brings readers a serious
yet thoroughly enjoyable
spiritual practice in inkand-paper form, including:
Twenty beautiful images
of Indian, Tibetan, and
Nepalese goddesses with
written descriptions and
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mantras of greeting
Twenty yantras and
mandalas (mystical
diagrams based on sacred
geometry), one for each
goddess and intended to
expand and liberate
consciousness Dozens of
pictures illustrating key
principles to deepen your
practice Boundless
compassion.
Unconditional love.
Unshakable courage.
These are just some of
the empowering
attributes you are invited
to make manifest in your
own life with The Shakti
Coloring Book. Foreword

by Sally Kempton.
Homage to Pythagoras
Zondervan
Unlock the mystery and
magic of sacred geometry
to create mandalas using
ancient design principles.
Pythagoras believed that
mathematical truths shift
the psyche closer to
divine perfection. The
Fibonacci sequence has
been found to exist in
patterns throughout
nature. C. G. Jung thought
that contemplating the
mandala could unveil the
unconscious. The designs
here draw on the vast
history and knowledge
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once thought esoteric,
now available as tools for
cultivating spiritual and
psychological well-being.
Create your own mandala
based on geometry,
numbers, and signs, or
color a mandala as a
meditative process to tap
into your creativity and
intuition. However you
use this guide, geometry
can be a pathway to
grasping who you are,
where you belong, and
what you are to do.
Discover how this
timeless practice can help
you on your journey of
self-realization!

Simon and Schuster
Discover the majestic ﬂow
of the universe and how
its symbolic architecture
can awaken higher
energies. Sacred
Geometry exists all
around us in the natural
world, from the unfurling
of a rose bud to the
pattern of a tortoise shell,
the sub-atomic to the
galactic. A pure
expression of number and
form, it is the language of
creation and navigates
the unseen dimensions
beyond our threedimensional reality. Since
its discovery, humans
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have found many ways stone circles, mandalas,
labryinths, temples- to cll
upon this universal law as
a way of raising
consciousness and
communicating with a
divine source. By
becoming aware of teh
dots and lines that build
the world around you,
Sacred Geometry will
teach you how to bring
this mystical knowledge
into your daily practice.
Quadrivium Courier
Corporation
Most Westerners already
know that practicing yoga
can improve health and
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create peace of mind. But
for those who yearn to
add meaningful depth to
their lives, even greater
riches are possible... In
this book, master teacher
Rama Vernon shares
techniques and
knowledge suitable for all
levels, from beginners to
experienced students and
teachers.
The Divine Beauty of
Mathematics Simon and
Schuster
Originally published:
London: Methuen, 1974.
Philosophy and Practice
Light Technology
Publishing
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Why is it that we are so
drawn to and enticed by
sacred geometry? They
start with simple
mathematical shapes,
that combine to create
elaborate illustrations of
such beauty and elegance
that we marvel at them.
Beliefs, religious, spiritual
and cultural, have been
historically attached to
them. The speciﬁc design
and creation of each
individual sacred
geometric pattern is
thought, among many
cultures, not only to
demonstrate an
understanding of speciﬁc

universal concepts, but to
hold powers of mystical
possibilities. The aim of
this book is to provide an
understanding of the
history, creation and
meanings of sacred
geometry for those who
are new to the subject,
and to open an insight
into the beliefs placed
upon them with the hope
that it will inspire the
reader's interest and
imagination and increase
their enthusiasm. Enjoy
learning how such simple
shapes can evolve into
inspiring and powerful
patterns that weave
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through the fabric of our

entire universe and
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reality.
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